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Abstract—With shrinking transistor feature size, lowering
nodal capacitance and supply voltage at new technology gen-
erations, microprocessors are becoming more vulnerable to
single-event upsets and transients, a.k.a., soft errors. While
chip-multiprocessor (CMP) architecture has been employed in
mainstream microprocessors and the number of on-chip proces-
sor cores keeps increasing, the system-level reliability of chip-
multiprocessors is degrading reversely proportional to the core
number. In this work, we propose to exploit abundant on-chip
processor cores for redundant hardware transaction processing,
which provides native support for error detection and recovery in
transactional chip-multiprocessors (TxCMPs) against soft errors.
The proposed transactional processor cores execute everything
as transactions and TxCMPs execute redundant transactions
on different cores. To alleviate the performance overhead due
to transaction commits, we further propose two architectural
optimizations, namely early partial commit packet transmission
and speculative transaction execution in reliable computing mode.
Our experimental evaluation confirms the effectiveness of our
optimized TxCMPs in achieving low cost reliable computing
against soft errors.

Index Terms—Soft Error, Transactional Processor, Hardware
Transaction Processing, Reliable Computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the inception of computing machines, perfor-
mance has been one of the most important design objectives.
While computer systems are prone to various types of failures:
hardware faults, software faults, logical errors, etc., reliability
against these faults is also one of the important design objec-
tives. Vast body of work existed dealing with various computer
system faults and fault-tolerant computer architectures. Previ-
ously, reliable computing was needed only for some special
classes of applications such as mission critical applications,
space missions and other high availability systems, where
downtime directly impacts on financial earnings of businesses
or failure in computer system imposes risk of human life.

Active research in semiconductor industry since last 20-
30 years, inspired by and often justifying Moore’s Law, has
resulted in extremely small feature sizes. Smaller feature sizes
not only led to dramatically increasing transistor integration
density, but also made chips much faster, since at smaller
feature sizes with lower supply voltage, electrons travel less

distance. Along with these advantages, smaller feature sizes
also exposed the computing systems to increasing hardware
transient faults [1].

Chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) were proposed to counter the
challenges of ILP (instruction level parallelism) wall, power
wall and memory wall [2]. Parallel execution of cores (of
CMP) poses challenge in maintaining memory synchronization
[3][4][5][6]. Transactional Memory (TM) [7] was suggested
as one of the solutions and is an active area of research. In
this paper, we propose a novel reliable CMP architecture based
on hardware transaction processing. Hardware transaction pro-
cessing has been formalized for the proposed transactional pro-
cessors (TxP). Reliable chip-multiprocessor architecture based
on lazy version management is proposed. The proposed trans-
actional chip-multiprocessors (TxCMP) can provide highly
effective and flexible transaction-level verification and native
support for recovery from detected errors. Base architecture is
further optimized using two schemes, early transfer scheme
and speculative execution scheme. A TxCMP simulator is
designed to evaluate the proposed architecture. Design is
evaluated using SPEC2000 benchmarks and performance loss
of 8% for integer and 7% for floating-point benchmarks on
average is reported.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section discusses the related work. Transactional processor
(TxP) and transactional chip-multiprocessor (TxCMP) archi-
tecture are described in Section III. Reliable computing using
proposed TxCMP is introduced in Section IV. In Section V,
proposed architecture is evaluated using TxCMP simulator.
Optimization and improvements are presented in Section VI.
Section VII concludes the work and points out the direction
for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Hardware based fault tolerance has been explored in great
details and some of the previous representative work in this
area can found in references [8][9][10]. One of the earliest
work was based on capability checking using watchdog pro-
cessors to monitor memory references at processor memory
interface [11]. Works in [12][13] built and explored the idea
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of micro-thread or helper/subordinate thread for reliable/fault-
tolerant computing. Slipstream processors, by partially ex-
ecuting instructions in active stream (leading) followed by
complete execution of instructions in redundant stream (trail-
ing), ensured fault tolerance [14]. DIVA is another superscalar
fault tolerant processor, in which execution of the out-of-order
processor is checked by using an in-order checker processor
core [15]. Some of the execution units that are idle during
execution can be used for re-executing the already committed
instructions [16].

Transient fault recovery using SMT is covered in [17],
where authors try to minimize delay due to checking overhead
by trailing thread using techniques such as register value
queue (RVQ) and dependence based checking elision (DBCE).
Another work keeps results of execution in RUU, re-issues
the same instruction, and compares the two results. This
way of fault tolerance is different from SMT, because here
only single PC and architectural register file are used [18].
Opportunistic transient fault detection while maintaining high
performance has been presented in [19]. In [20], authors
evaluated previously suggested SRT (Simultaneously and Re-
dundantly Threaded) + register checking, SRTR-DBCE, and
their newly proposed lifetime based checking elision and
RVQ-free recovery scheme. Main focus of their work is to
guarantee that a precise and completely verified register and
memory state is always available and can be constructed at
any point of time. Different from previous work, our work
aims to provide highly effective and flexible transaction-level
verification and native support for recovery from detected
errors, by exploiting the semantics of hardware transaction
processing.

III. TXCMP ARCHITECTURE

A. Formalization of Hardware Transaction Processing

In the proposed transactional processor (TxP), a transaction
consists of thousands of instructions. Program executed by
transactional processor can be modeled as arbitrary states with
inputs and outputs.

Let P1...Pn are processor states, R1...Rn are states of
architecture register files, M1...Mn are memory states and
D1...Dn represent states of program data. In general, it can be
stated that memory state Mk is function of program data Dk

and program code. Processor state receives instructions and
program data as inputs. Next state of processor and output
(D1...Dn) depends upon the processor’s current state and
current input. Backward transition from state Pk+1 to Pk is
possible. State Pk comprises of Rk and Mk.

State Mk can be reached from state Mk+1 using Dk+1.
Preserving a copy of state Rk+1 and Dk+1 makes this
backward transition possible. Hence, any arbitrary state Pm

can be reached from any arbitrary state Ps, after traversing
k steps backwards, where s = m + k. Please note that in
the model presented, memory update is allowed as soon as
instructions are committed (assuming superscalar processors).
This approach of updating memory immediately is eager
update policy [21].
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Fig. 1. The architecture of transactional processor core.
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Fig. 2. The TxCMP architecture.

In lazy update policy, store values are buffered and memory
is updated (at transaction commit point). The proposed trans-
actional processor is designed around the idea of lazy update
policy [22].

B. Microarchitecture of Transactional Processor

Transactional Processor (TxP) is based on superscalar pro-
cessors. Hardware support is provided for transaction process-
ing.

Hardware Support for Transactional Processing: Hard-
ware support is provided in the form of log register file (for
saving contents of register file at checkpoint), and a temporary
on-chip buffer in the form of store cache (to hold store
entries produced by ongoing transaction execution), as shown
in Figure 1.

C. Microarchitecture of TxCMP

Each core of TxCMP is a transactional processor. Additional
hardware is provided in TxCMP to support reliable computing.

Hardware Support for Reliable Computing: A 64-bit
single cycle comparator is provided for comparing the stored
entries and register file contents. A store buffer and a register
file buffer, to hold entries transferred from other core (for
comparison), are provided. Cores of TxCMP communicate
using a 64-bit single cycle bus based interconnection network.
Refer to Figure 2.

TxCMP is architected with some assumptions. Memory
hierarchy is protected by ECC. Datapath and components
inherited from superscalar processor are not protected. For
performance and energy consideration, and the low soft error
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Fig. 3. The execution states of TxP in Reliable Computing.

rate (SER) in the real world situation, single-bit error model is
assumed in this work. Hardware components added to support
transaction processing and reliable computing are protected by
parity bit in our TxCMP.

IV. RELIABLE COMPUTING

For reliable execution, two TxP cores are paired and execute
in redundant mode. Same program is supplied to both paring
cores. Two TxP cores execute same transaction.

A. Reliable Computing based on TxCMP

Cores, after committing the fixed number of instructions in
a transaction, access bus and transfer log data. Comparator
is used to detect occurrence of faults during transaction
execution. Fault free transactions are committed and transac-
tions with faults are aborted. During the dynamic execution,
tasks performed by a TxP for reliable computing, such as
check-pointing a transaction at start, executing instructions in
transaction, waiting for commit/abort signal, verifying the log
data, committing transactions free of faults or aborting faulty
transactions, are associated with various execution states. The
six machine states are transaction start (TxSt), transaction
execution (TxEx), transaction wait (TxWt), transaction com-
mit (TxCm), transaction verify (TxVr), and transaction abort
(TxAb), as shown in Figure 3.

Transaction Start: Execution of TxCMP begins with trans-
action start phase. Processor state is check-pointed. Content
of architecture register file is saved into log register file, store
cache is cleared, and transaction flag is reset.

Transaction Execution: In transaction execution phase,
instructions are fetched and placed in the instruction buffer.
Next, instructions are decoded and dispatched. Based on the
availability of source operand data, instructions are issued and
results are written back to the register file. Store instructions
update store cache. An entry, comprising of address, store data
and size, is made in store cache corresponding to each store
instruction committed. For load instruction, first, load store
queue (LSQ) is searched, using the load address for availability
of latest operand data. If data is not found in LSQ, store
cache is searched. On miss in store cache, L1 data cache
is accessed. This is done, because data values (from store
instructions committed in current transaction) meant for L1
data cache are held in store cache. In order to hide latency

due to one increased level of data access (store cache) before
L1 data cache, store cache and L1 data cache are accessed
in parallel (instead of sequentially) and result from L1 data
cache is discarded if both results are hit.

Transaction Wait: Cores, after committing instructions in a
transaction, check transaction flag. If transaction flag is not set
(which indicates other core executing redundant copy has not
finished yet), core sets the flag and becomes leading core (the
other core becomes trailing core) for that transaction. Leading
core then accesses bus and transfers entries (from its store
cache and register file) as packets over the network to the store
buffer and register file buffer of trailing core. Core transits to
the transaction wait phase.

Transaction Verification: If a core finds the transaction
flag as already set, it concludes that it is the trailing core. And
it verifies the entries in store buffer and register file buffer
(copied from the leading core) with its own present in store
cache and register file. If there is no mismatch, transaction is
marked fault free, and trailing core sends a transaction commit
signal to the leading core. Both cores move to the commit
phase.

Transaction Commit: In commit phase, L1 data cache is
updated using entries present in store cache.

Transaction Abort: Previous state of architecture register
file is restored using contents of log register file. RUU, LSQ
and store cache are cleared. Transaction flag is reset. Memory
is not updated. To re-execute aborted transaction cores move
to the transaction start phase.

V. EVALUATION OF HARDWARE TRANSACTION
PROCESSING BASED RELIABLE COMPUTING

A. TxCMP Simulator

Simplescalar Toolset [23] was modified to support chip-
multiprocessor architecture for evaluation. First, the simulator
was modeled as a transactional processor core. And then,
TxCMP simulator was designed from CMP simulator, with
each core as transactional processor. Configuration of TxCMP
is provided in Table I.

Twelve (thirteen) integer (floating-point) SPEC2000 bench-
marks are randomly selected for our experimental evaluation.
We use the reference input sets for this study. Each benchmark
is first fast-forwarded to its early single simulation point
specified by SimPoint [24]. We use the last 100 million
instructions during the fast-forwarding phase to warm-up if
the number of skipped instructions is more than 100 million.
Then, we simulate the next 100 million instructions in detail.

B. Evaluation of Reliable Computing

Performance in terms of IPC is presented in Figure 4 and
Figure 5. For integer benchmarks, eon, gap, twolf, vortex, and
vpr suffer loss of more than 35% in performance. For floating-
point benchmarks, apsi, equake, and galgel, experience more
than 35% of loss in IPC. On average, integer (floating-point)
benchmarks suffer 35% (27%) loss in IPC. Note that we
carefully choose the transaction size and store cache size based
on our simulation results. If a large transaction size is chosen,
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TABLE I
CONFIGURATIONS OF THE SIMULATED TXCMP.

Processor Core
Issue Width 4 inst. per cycle per core
RUU Size 256 entries per core
LSQ Size 256 entries per core
FP Register File 80 registers per core
FP Register File 80 registers per core
Branch Predictor Two-level, 4K PHT per core
BTB 1024-entry 4-way per core
Function Units 4 IALU, 2 IMULT/IDIV per core

2 FALU, 1 FMULT/FDIV/FSQRT per core

Memory Hierarchy
L1 I/DCache 64KB, 2 ways, 64B blocks, 2 cycles per core
L2 UCache 4MB, 8 ways, 128B blocks, 12 cycles
Memory 225 cycles first chunk, 12 cycles rest
TLB Fully-assoc., 128 entries per core

Transactional Hardware
Transaction Size 1000 inst.
Abort Size 128M inst.
Store Cache Size 128 entries per core
Store Cache threshold 128 entries per core
Store Buffer Limit 128 entries per core
Interconnection (Bus) 64 bit per cycle

Fig. 4. The performance comparison between the original superscalar (SS)
processor and our proposed TxCMP for integer benchmarks.

a large store buffer is needed, and thus the area and power
overheads will be high. If a small transaction size is adopted,
the overhead of transaction verification will be significantly
increased.

Most of the integer and floating-point benchmarks show
some co-relation between store instructions executed and drop
in respective IPC. Among integer benchmarks, eon, gap, gcc,
perl, vortex, and vpr confirms the idea. For floating-point
benchmarks, apsi, equake, and mesa follow the suit.

In general, among integer benchmarks, crafty, gzip, and
parser, have less than 10% store instructions and experience
performance loss around 30%. For floating-point benchmarks,
ammp, fma3d, and mgrid have less than 5% of store instruc-
tions, and suffer less than 20% of loss in IPC. Even load
instructions have impact on the performance. If processor has
to read from an address that has been updated recently, or
to be more precise, if load instruction is followed by store
instruction at the same memory address, the pipeline shall be
stalled for a longer period.

Fig. 5. The performance comparison between the original superscalar (SS)
processor and our proposed TxCMP for floating-point benchmarks.

VI. OPTIMIZATION AND IMPROVEMENT

Reliable computing based on hardware transaction pro-
cessing incurs approximately 30-40% performance loss while
using double processor resources. Base TxCMP architecture is
optimized for better performance with a close eye on hardware
resources used. Two schemes for improving performance are
proposed: early transfer scheme and speculative transaction
execution.

A. Early Transfer Scheme

Leading core does not wait. It starts transfer of log data
during ongoing transaction. Trailing core compares its own
corresponding entries and the one received (it has to wait till
the corresponding store entry is produced). When to start the
transfer is crucial. A good but simple idea is to start transfer
when store cache is half filled. Accordingly, size of store
buffer at receiving end can also be reduced to 64, but this
shall add some more complexity to data transfer logic. In case
trailing core has not produced any entry and leading core has
transferred 64 entries to the store buffer, transfer from leading
core has to be halted. Transfer process waits for trailing core
to produce results and comparator to verify and make way for
new entries to be stored. It is suggested to keep size of store
buffer to 128 only.

When leading core completes execution, it transfers remain-
ing entries (and waits for commit or abort signal from trailing
core). Trailing core verifies the already received entries, fol-
lowed by newly received ones from leading core (sent in bulk
after transaction completion). After verification, trailing core
sends commit (abort) signal and both cores move to transaction
commit (abort) phase.

Evaluation of Early Transfer Scheme: Among integer
benchmarks, barring crafty, gzip, and twolf, all others show
a performance gain of more than 20% from base TxCMP.
Among floating-point benchmarks, only ammp, fma3d, lucas,
and wupwise show less than 20% of performance gain from
base TxCMP. On an average, integer benchmarks experience a
gain of 30% and floating-point benchmarks experience a gain
of 20% in performance, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Although most of the benchmarks show the increase in IPC,
the increase is not much and hovers around just 20-30% in
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Fig. 6. The performance comparison among superscalar processor, base
TxCMP, TxCMP (with early transfer) and TxCMP (with early transfer and
speculative execution) for integer benchmarks.

Fig. 7. The performance comparison among superscalar processor, base
TxCMP, TxCMP (with early transfer) and TxCMP (with early transfer and
speculative execution) for floating-point benchmarks.

most cases. The increase in IPC is directly related to time
saved in transferring log data. In some cases, where the count
in store cache does not cross threshold value (and transferring
does not start), the TxP core has to transfer all the values
in bulk after executing transaction. And if entries left to be
transferred are in vicinity of 50-60, it incurs more loss in IPC
and makes the scheme less effective, as these entries need to
be compared as well. Moreover, if trailing transaction is not
behind much, it has to wait for entries. Therefore, it cannot
verify until the corresponding results are produced.

Hardware overhead used for commit phase is reduced. As
mentioned earlier, store buffer is half of the original size. It
can be reduced even further, to 32 entries. Smaller store buffer
may prove to bottleneck for some cases.

B. Speculative Transaction Execution Scheme

Early transfer scheme does show improvements, but still
there is some scope for further improvement. As noticed in
previous section, leading core although starts transferring log
data early (and trailing core verifies those entries too), it waits
for commit signal from trailing core. In speculative transaction
execution, the leading core does not wait for commit signal
from trailing core after transferring log data. Leading core
immediately starts executing a new transaction speculatively.

Trailing core completes execution, verifies the results, and
sends commit/abort signal to leading core.

In non-speculative execution, during transaction start phase,
content of architectural register are saved to log register file,
and store cache is empty. At the start of speculative transaction,
content of architectural register file are copied to speculative
log register file. When leading core (which is executing a
speculative transaction) receives commit signal from trailing
core, it copies content of speculative log register file to log
register file. And for keeping store entries, a separate storage is
provided in form of shadow store cache (or speculative store).

After commit signal, entries from store cache are dispatched
to L1 data cache. And entries from shadow store cache are
transferred to store cache. With this, speculative transaction
changes to a non-speculative transaction.

In case a transaction aborts, entries of speculative log regis-
ter and shadow store cache are discarded. To avoid transferring
all the entries from shadow store cache to store cache, a
speculative flag can be maintained with each entry. When
the transaction becomes non-speculative, corresponding flag
is set. But this needs both the structures to be of same sizes.
As a matter of fact, shadow store cache shall be holding less
number of entries than the original store cache, as speculative
transaction is expected to execute only a certain fraction of
the transaction speculatively and not the complete transaction.
Even if in some cases, core executes most of (or whole of)
the transaction speculatively, this is of not much use, as the
leading core, which is now ahead by two transactions, has to
wait for the trailing core, since only one transaction is allowed
speculatively.

For speculative execution scheme it is assumed that transfer
and comparison involved for speculatively executed trans-
action are overlapped with transaction executed in non-
speculatively mode.

Evaluation of Speculative Execution Scheme: Leading
core waits only for transferring its remaining entries. Compar-
ison by trailing core is overlapped by speculative execution.
Waiting time is reduced considerably as shown in the IPC plot
in Figure 6 and Figure 7. On an average, a further increase
of 11% for integer benchmarks and 8% for floating-point
benchmarks over early transfer scheme has been achieved. For
relative gain in IPC of TxCMP using two optimizing schemes
over base TxCMP, 44% of rise in integer benchmarks and 30%
in floating-point benchmarks has been achieved on an average.

In general, benchmarks show increase in IPC, with notable
increase in eon, vortex, and equake. It is admitted that increase
in IPC is not much due to speculative execution for some of
the benchmarks. Reasons can be attributed to the fact that
the advantage of speculative execution is much dependent on
the number of entries left to be transferred to other core at
completion time. If there are a large number of entries still
left, much improvement should not be expected.

Finally, for the integer benchmarks, there is a degradation
of 8% on an average in performance when compared to
the original superscalar processor. Floating-point benchmarks
suffer a degradation of 7% in performance on an average. As
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mentioned earlier, this is mainly because of the time spent by
leading core in transferring the remaining entries to trailing
core.

C. Area and Power Overheads

The major area overheads of our TxCMP architecture are
introduced by the log register file buffer, store cache, and
buffers for transaction verification. The area overhead of the
log register file buffer is same as the original register file, and
the area overhead of the store buffer can be further reduced in
our early transfer schemes. The power overheads are mainly
from the register file and store cache access, transaction
transmission, and transaction verification. A modified McPAT
[25] is used to evaluate the overheads of our TxCMP (at 32nm
technology). The area overhead is around 18.7% and the power
overhead is around 16.3% for the simulated processor cores.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a TxCMP architecture to explore
a new flexible transactional processor architecture for highly
effective reliable computing by exploiting the semantics of
hardware transaction processing. TxCMP can achieve 100%
soft-error detection and recovery during the transaction exe-
cution if the single-bit error model is assumed. Basic hardware
transaction processing is evaluated using the developed sim-
ulator. TxCMP shows an average performance loss of 35%
(27%) for integer (floating point) benchmarks when compared
to superscalar processor having similar configuration.

Base TxCMP is further optimized using two schemes,
early transfer and speculative execution. Early transfer scheme
shows on average performance gain of 30% (20%) from base
TxCMP, for integer (floating-point) benchmarks. Speculative
execution combined with early transfer, shows average perfor-
mance improvement of 11% (8%) for integer (floating-point)
benchmarks, over TxCMP using only early transfer scheme.

Finally, optimized TxCMP shows a relative average degra-
dation of 8% (7%) for integer (floating-point) benchmarks
in performance when compared to superscalar, which is
an average performance improvement of 44% (30%) from
base TxCMP respectively. Therefore, our experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed TxCMP can achieve high relia-
bility with moderate performance, area and power overheads.

For the future work, the sharing of branch prediction re-
lated information among cores (and threads for TxCMP with
SMT capability) will be studied. Leading core can forward
branch resolution information to trailing core, so that, trailing
core does not encounter branch mispredictions, resulting in
performance gain of trailing thread and hence in overall
performance.
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